Introduction
The problem to be studied in this paper concerns the closure properties on an interval of a set of characters {e~nx}~, where A = {2n}~ is a given set of real or complex numbers without finite point of accumulation. This problem is for obvious reasons depending on the distribution of zeros of certain entire functions of exponential type. The problem to determine ~(A) explicitly in terms of density properties of A was solved by the authors in 1961 for real sets A, and one of the main elements in the proof has been published earlier in this journal [2] . This paper will be concerned mainly with the distribution of zeros of entire functions of exponential type satisfying the condition
1--4~ < ~. (0.2)
The results in this field go beyond the preliminary report [3] and will be derived by essentially new methods. If the pointset T~ is measurable we assign to ~ the measure m(~) = fr dxdy
If o) is an interval, ~ shall denote the collection of all its subinterval and we define = (J ~5 for co E ~. We observe that T~ consists of an isoscele with ~o as base and of height I col. As a union of such triangles a set T(~) is always measurable. An immediate consequence of these definitions is that d# is regular if and only if its interior and exterior densities coincide and are finite.
Dv.~'i~iTio~s. I. A set ~ o/ intervals is negligible i/
To a sequence A of complex numbers without finite point of accumulation we assign the measure dN = dN h which vanishes off A and assumes at 2 E A the value equal to the multiplicity of 2 as element of the sequence. The closure theorem follows immediately on combining the two last theorems and will not be considered further in the text.
I. A class of subharmonic functions
We will be interested in functions U(z)<. O(Iz D which are subharmonie in the punctured plane z 4= oo and harmonic in the half planes y > 0 and y < O. The real axis is thus the support of the positive measure dp associated to U and defined as AU/2rt in the sense of distributions. In case U admits a representation D0 is a simply connected region with a boundary meeting each vertical line in a unique finite point. The set /~ is the image under T of the family Q~ of intervals defined in (1.5). As a first step in the proof that m(Q~)< ~ we shall show that for all 0 > 0
To this purpose we observe that fB dx dy 
In order to estimate 0 we shah use the inequality The stronger property re(Q0)< 0o will be proved next. To this purpose we recall 9 he Harnack inequalities for positive harmonic functions in y >0: The discontinuity of the second derivative does not impair the validity of (1.10) and we shall have Du/ay dx/rc converges weakly over finite intervals to dp-lcdx. Hence By (1.13) the second member is in absolute value less than f~,dlao-~F~lf~,dp,
O(Zo, 7~) < e-~L't~
1 << u(z) <k, Ir U(Zo) _lz- 01+lz-zol
go (r = Wo (1) = w(~ + i~) _-q(oJ),
z/ where %, w0, dp0 , are derived from U o.
H. Lemmas on snmmable Hillmrt transforms
By L~ we will denote the subset of the space LlffiLI(-~, c~) consisting of functions ] with the properties; 
LEPTA ILl. For ]EL~ the Hilbert transform /(x)-+f(x)=lim l zt ,_~,>. I(---~-)-x d' is isometric in the norm

xE (xi, x~ + e), x r (x, x~ + ~), xE (x~ + ~,x2 + e), x E (x~ + ~, x~), x r (x~ + ~, x~).
(2.14) 
III. Proofs of Theorems I and lI
The results stated in the introduction concern sets A consisting either of real or of complex numbers. ,By means of the projection A-~A* and the inequality (0.5) it takes very little effort to pass from the real to the complex case. The vehicle to be used is 
Since t'(t-~--) ~ ~t(t-~ ~t" 1 f~~ (P(t) -N*(t) h(Z)=z ~o t(t:z) dr.
(3.7) we will have After a partial integration we get y > 0. and we may therefore conclude that both g* and g belong to the class Eke. This finishes the proof.
